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Abstract— This paper presents a concept for haptic-based
human-in-the-loop aerial manipulation for drilling. The concept
serves as a case study for designing the human-drone interface
to remotely drill with a mobile-manipulating drone. The notion
of the work stems from using drones to perform dangerous tasks
like material assembly, sensor insertion while being vertically
elevated from bridge, wind turbine, and power line. Presented
is the aerial manipulator, the customized haptic drill press,
the gantry-based test-and-evaluation platform design, material
drilling results in the gantry, and validation-and-verification
results for indoor flight trials.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the past decade, aerial manipulation has been imple-
mented for operations such as valve-turning [1], structure
assembly [2], and package manipulation [3][4], and industrial
applications [5]-[7]. Because such vehicles are free-floating,
the challenges mainly involve counter-balancing the reaction
forces and torques generated from the manipulator-object
interaction. The fundamentals for aerial manipulation are
also theoretically understood [8]. The critical gap to complete
implementation and hence adoption, stems from autonomy.

Autonomous aerial manipulation of objects that are
complex-shaped or when their properties are not known a
priori, remains an open research question. Relaxing the con-
straint on autonomy may simplify manipulation but still have
value. For example, most robotic surgery is not autonomous
and requires human skill and yet accelerates procedures. This
paper thus raises questions on the designs for human-in-the-
loop aerial manipulation. The motivation for this paper is
that such designs could augment those working on dangerous
tasks while vertically lifted or suspended from a bridge, wind
turbine blade, or power line.

Haptic-based interfaces are employed in medical robots,
mobile phones, virtual reality (VR), and wearable devices.
Such interfaces are used for robot surgery, touch screens,
interactive controllers, and clinical rehabilitation respec-
tively [9]-[12]. In aerial manipulation, haptic integration
could provide important feedback for tasks such as valve-
turning, sensor insertion, and object pick-and-place. To-
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Fig. 1: Aerial manipulation with a customized haptic drill press. Operator
feels reaction forces on the manipulator (inset); Inset shows a rotary drill
manipulator drill pressing on a plywood board

ward this vision, the authors recently presented a testing-
and-evaluation platform for collaborative aerial manipula-
tion [13]. The notion of the work is that the worker per-
forming the task can leverage the haptic feedback assessment
of object properties to collaboratively perform manipulation
using drones. This could yield collaborative drones that
augment a worker’s ability to perform assessment and main-
tenance remotely. The platform was designed in a gantry-
based system with a commercial haptic device. The flight
trials validated and verified efficacy of this platform.

This paper presents a concept for haptic-based human-in-
the-loop aerial manipulation to remotely work on surfaces.
This concept stems from the authors collaborative project
with the US Department of Transportation (DOT) for bridge
maintenance, inspection and repair. Surfaces like the decks
and bottoms of bridges often need prep work like drilling
pilot holes. Drones have the potential to relieve workers from
being suspended from cranes or lifted by scissor jacks. Peo-
ple generally use their sense of touch when drilling. Hence
this paper explores haptic-based human-in-the-loop aerial
drilling. This serves as a case study for designing the human-
drone interface to remotely drill with a mobile-manipulating
drone. Aerial manipulation in [14][15], have demonstrated
such tasks for sensor insertion and material drilling. However
in these works, the operators were not involved in the ma-
nipulation loop. Additionally, object properties were assessed
after flight operations. In such tasks, haptic assessment could
enable the operator-in-the-loop to inspect material condition
and increase task dexterity. Figure 1 demonstrates the overall
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Fig. 2: Customized haptic drill press design; drill chuck position (inset)

concept of using the haptic-based human-in-the-loop aerial
drilling.

Toward the-proof-of-concept the paper is structured as
follows: Section II describes a customized haptic drill press
device and an aerial manipulator concept design; Section III
presents criteria for test material selections, and demon-
strates the proof-of-concept in the gantry-based testing-and-
evaluation platform; Section IV showcases the concept flight
trials; and Section V summarizes the results and concludes
with future work.

II. HARDWARE CONFIGURATION

A. Customized Haptic Drill Press Design

To provide the operator with haptic feedback, the goal
was to render the forces that are transmitted from the drill
mounted on the drone. The rationale is that such a design
empowers the operator to feel the forces encountered by the
drill. Thus, the authors augmented a conventional Porter-
Cable drill press with a Dynamixel MX-28 motor (See
Figure 2). The augmentation has a single degree-of-freedom
rotary handle that drives a drill chuck up and down linearly
(0 to 0.05 m). The motor reads the chuck position, senses
applied torques, and also generates sufficient stall torque
(2.5 Nm at 12 V ). It is mounted on the left of the drill
press and is linked to the rotary handle by two 3D-printed
gears. Both gears are designed to have 0.02 m and 0.06 m
radius respectively. The motor senses the torque inputs as
the operator rotates the handle while simultaneously provides
torque feedback to the operator.

B. Tool Selection and Performance Test

To design a robotic drill manipulator, several hand-drills
are considered. The drill press is operated by a binary (on-
or-off) power system and the drill chuck motion is linear.
The weight of a drone’s payload should be considered. Most
hand-drills are over 1.5 kg and would require a more complex
gripper for the power grasp. Hence Dremel’s cordless rotary
tool is selected for the manipulator design. This tool is

Fig. 3: Selected tool performance test: acrylic sheet, PVC pipe, plywood
board, metal sheet, concrete, brick, and drywall (clockwise, inset)

chosen because it provides performances at speeds ranging
from 5,000 to 30,000 RPM and has a collet for 7/64” to
1/8” drill bits. Drill performance is demonstrated in Figure 3.
Seven materials are selected for experimentation: CAT PS2-
10 oriented standard board sheathing plywood (12” x 24” x
7/16); Charlotte 4” diameter PVC pipe (4” x 10” x 1/4”);
Simbalux Acrylic sheet (12” x 12” x 1/8”); Hilman weld
steel sheet 16GA (12” x 24”x 1/16”); Liftlight Drywall
Panel (12” x 12” x 1/2”); Lowe’s Concrete Block (5” x
16” x 2”); and Lowe’s Red Clay Brick (3” x 8” x 2.25”).
Material thickness is considered with the size of drill-bit.
DeWalt 7/64” diameter industrial cobalt drill bit (1.5” length)
and Bosch 1/8” diameter concrete drill bit (1.5” length) are
mounted onto the rotary tool. During experimentation it was
observed that the tool could not finish the tasks with concrete
and brick (See Attached Video). Hence the rest of materials
are used for the proof-of-concept.

C. Aerial Manipulator Concept Design

A Dynamixel MX-28, is selected as the manipulator for
the tool. This tool is attached to the Dynamixel’s aluminum
joint (See Figure 4a). To mount the drill manipulator, a Pow-
erday S550 hexacopter is selected. The maximum payload is
calculated to be 3.6 kg with six 920 kv brushless motors, 9”
self-tightening propellers, and a 11.1 V 2200 mAh 3S Li-Po
battery. The Pixhawk4 is mounted to control the rotorcraft.
Finally, the drill manipulator is attached to the underside
of rotorcraft. The manipulator is placed under the drone’s
center-of-gravity to help counter-balance during flight (See
Figure 4b). Table I shows the concept aerial manipulator
properties.

III. HAPTIC DRILL PRESS TRIALS IN MINI-SISTR

Mini-SISTR (Systems Integrated Sensor Test Rig), a
gantry-based system for emulating drone motion, is ad-
dressed in the authors’ previous work [13]. This platform
provides safe indoor test flight environments (See Figure. 5).
For proof-of-concept, the drill manipulator is mounted to the
end of the gantry’s vertical axis. The operator uses the cus-
tomized haptic drill press to control the altitude of the gantry
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(a) 1 DoF cordless drill
manipulator design

(b) Aerial Manipulator Design

Fig. 4: Aerial manipulator with 1-DoF drill manipulator design

TABLE I: Physical Properties of Aerial Manipulator

Symbol Value Description

d1 0.05 m Length between Dynamixel joint
and rotary drill

d2 0.045 m Length between drone belly to ro-
tary drill)

d3 0.29 m Rotary drill length with a drill bit

d4 0.21 m Height of drone’s workspace

Marm 0.79 kg Total mass of 1-DoF drill manipu-
lator

Mtotal 2.79 kg Total mass of aerial manipulator

manipulator. The Dynamixel mounted on the drill press reads
the drill chuck position, and transforms this position into
the manipulator’s altitude (and thus the rotorcraft’s altitude).
Forces are sensed when the manipulator contacts selected
test materials. The contact pushes the manipulator joint to
generate torques. These torques are sensed and converted into
forces by dividing with d1 The forces are transmitted back
to the drill press by computer. This haptic integration allows
the operator to feel what the drill manipulator is feeling as
it contacts the material.

A. Force Rendering Limit for Material Selection

The haptic drill press begins rendering forces when the
drill manipulator contacts materials. All materials have prop-
erties such as density, shear modulus, and tensile strength.
Such properties could impact the amount of generated forces
on the drill manipulator. Forces that are over-rendered could
damage the system. Hence the force rendering limit is
derived from select test materials. First, both Dynamixels
on the drill press and the drill manipulator are calibrated,
and then a linear regression is performed (See Figure 6).
Dynamixel provides a torque sensing value from 0 to 1023,
but it is recommended to sense less than the stall torque
(2.4 Nm at 12 V ) [19]. Therefore the torque sensing value is
limited to a maximum 600. As a result, the drill manipulator
and the drill press are set to have a maximum force sensing

Fig. 5: The haptic drill press (top-right), drill manipulator (background),
and operator pressing the drill onto a test material (inset)

Fig. 6: Dynamixel calibration results: drill manipulator (top) & drill press
(bottom)

limit of 48 N, and 127 N respectively. Additionally, the
weight of the aerial manipulator is considered. The drill press
task is being executed while the rotorcraft hovers, and the
drill bit is the only contact point to the test material. Thus the
rotorcraft weight was calculated to 27 N. The force rendering
limit is summarized as follows:

Frendered <W am ≤ Fdl
max ≤ Fdp

max (1)

where Frendered is the force rendered from the drill manipu-
lator to the drill press and W am, Fdl

max, and Fdp
max are aerial

manipulator weight and the maximum force sensing limits
of the drill manipulator and the drill press respectively. This
force rendering limit enables the operator to select suitable
test materials for the proof-of-concept flight trials.

B. Sensitivity

To simulate proper haptic feedback, the varied response
of operators due to different body sizes and strength is con-
sidered. To capture this response, α is called the sensitivity
and is proposed to amplify or reduce the sensed raw force
for rendering.
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Fig. 7: Haptic drill press on plywood board (left), PVC pipe(Top inset),
Acrylic sheet (Bottom inset)

(a) Drywall
(Fraw Unidentified)

(b) Steel sheet
(Contact)

(c) Steel sheet
(Skating)

Fig. 8: Unsuitable materials for haptic drill press

Frendered = Fraw ∗α (2)

where Fraw is the initially sensed raw force from the drill
manipulator and Frendered is the rendered force to the haptic
drill press. This force amplification or reduction assist the
operator to distinguish drill press tasks such as initial contact;
drill-in; drill-out. This allows the operator to assess material
properties to perform drill press tasks. Because the rendered
force gives an impact on the drill press system, Equation 1
changes to:

Fraw <W am ≤ Fdl
max (3)

Frendered ≤ Fdp
max (4)

In gantry-based and flight trials, the operator tunes α while
drilling different materials. This stops when the operator
sensitively feels the rendered forces.

C. The Proof-of-Concept in Gantry System

The proof-of-concept trials are conducted using the gantry
(Mini-SISTR). Five materials, plywood board, PVC pipe,
acrylic sheet, drywall, and rolled steel, are clamped to a
test-rig on the gantry for drill press trials (See Figure 7).
The operator manipulates the haptic drill press rotary handle
in order to control the altitude of the gantry manipulator. The

(a) Plywood board

(b) PVC pipe

(c) Acrylic sheet

Fig. 9: Haptic drill press in gantry-based system results; Each figure displays
force (top) & the manipulator’s height (bottom)

gantry then descends the manipulator. When the manipulator
contacts a test material, torques are sensed and converted into
raw forces using the right-hand rule. The manipulator weight
is offset. The offset helps the operator sense forces only
by the contacts. Fraw is limited to 27 N, low-pass-filtered,
multiplied with α , and then rendered to the drill press. α

is tuned in the trials, as mentioned in Section III-B. Each
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Fig. 10: Haptic drill press in gantry system results summary (raw force
value sign changed for better understanding)

of the test materials is drill pressed five times. The drilling
speed is set to 30,000 RPM. Figure 8 identifies the unsuitable
materials for the trials. The drywall was very easy to drill
through, thus Fraw was not captured due to low reaction
forces. Furthermore, the manipulator was skating on the steel
sheet (See supplemental video attached to this paper). It
was found that due to the material properties of the steel
sheet, a drill press force higher than Fraw was required. This
violates Equation 3. Thus, the results are addressed with the
rest of materials, and these unsuitable materials are ignored
in experimentation. In Figure 9, the top graph plots raw
forces, rendered forces amplified by sensitivity, and operator
input forces. The bottom graph plots the drill manipulator
altitude input from the drill press. The operator’s force inputs
are positive when the manipulator descends. The operator’s
input increases to counter-act the rendered force while the
drill contacts materials. One can also observe that there is
existing rendered force after the manipulator is pulled off
from materials. This occurred because pull-off task changed
the offset. Furthermore, the material tensile strength is found
to be proportional to the sensed raw force (See Table II and
Figure 10).

TABLE II: Gantry Haptic Drill Press Results Summary

Fraw Fraw Tensile
Materials Mean Standard Sensitivity Strength

(N) Deviation (N) (α) (N/mm2)

Plywood -1.4598 0.3907 15 27.57

PVC -3.7786 0.8374 10 40.13

Acrylic -5.3287 0.7075 5 68.94

IV. THE PROOF-OF-CONCEPT FLIGHT TRIALS

The flight trials are implemented for proof-of-concept
(see Figure 11). Flight tests serve to verify-and-validate
the design performed in mini-SISTR. The operator remote
station consists of the haptic drill press, a main computer
and a power supply for the dynamixel. The drone’s flight

environment and workspace are in a motion capture arena.
The workspace is two meters away from the remote station,
and assembled using Everblock Modular Building Blocks,
broadly used in modular construction research [20]. The test
materials, plywood board, PVC pipe, and acrylic sheet, are
clamped to the workspace for drill press tasks.

For flight stability, the authors updated the aerial manipu-
lator controller that was detailed in [13]. This controller has a
proportional-integral-derivative (PID) compensator with anti-
windup. The gains are tuned to overcome disturbances from
the drill manipulator and errors from the internal estimators
(see Figure 12).

Flight trials were conducted five times with each of
the materials. Motion capture markers were placed on the
workspace to display the target location. The operator first
commands the drone to take-off and fly above a target
location. This places the vehicle above the materials. The
operator then manipulates the drill press rotary handle to
descend drone’s manipulator to the materials. The forces
are sensed when the manipulator contacts on materials. α is
tuned in the trials. The operator feels these rendered forces
through the drill press. Figure 13 describes flight trial results.
Figure 15 displays images from recorded video of the trials.
Figure 14 and Table III summarizes the results. One observes
the similar plot-form of the results with the ones conducted
in the gantry (see Figure 10).

Flight trials ran for 85 seconds. The reaction forces
were sensed and rendered between 55 and 65 seconds.
The top graph plots raw forces, rendered forces amplified
by sensitivity, and operator input forces. The center graph

Fig. 11: Flight environment and workspace;

Fig. 12: Overall system scheme
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(a) Plywood board

(b) PVC pipe

(c) Acrylic sheet

Fig. 13: Flight trial results

plots the rotorcraft altitude inputs from the drill press. The
bottom graph plots the position error with respect to the
desired position. One also observes that flight fluctuations
in drill press, increased the force measurements. Thus the
operator reduced α from the gantry to about a half to feel
similar forces to the gantry ones through the drill press. (See
Table III).

Fig. 14: Aerial drill press test flight results summary (Raw force value sign
changed for better understanding)

TABLE III: Aerial Drill Press Test Flight Results Summary

Fraw Fraw Tensile
Materials Mean Standard Sensitivity Strength

(N) Deviation (N) (α) (N/mm2)

Plywood -3.93 0.84 6 27.57
PVC -5.70 0.78 4 40.13

Acrylic -7.33 1.83 3 68.94

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a concept for haptic-based human-in-the-
loop aerial manipulation was presented. The notion is that
haptic assessment could enable the operator-in-the-loop to in-
spect material conditions and increase task dexterity. Drilling
was selected as a case study. The authors designed the
human-drone interface to remotely drill with a mobile-
manipulating drone and a customized haptic drill press. The
robotic drill manipulator was fabricated with Dynamixel
motor and a commercial rotary tool. Seven materials were
originally selected to drill press, but five materials were used
for the trials. Force rendering limit was addressed to find
suitable test materials, and avoid damages to the system. A
parameter, α , was addressed and tuned to amplify or reduce
sensed raw forces to render through the drill press. This helps
the operator assess material properties to perform drill press
collaboratively.

The proof-of-concept trials were conducted in the gantry
based testing-and-evaluation platform. In the platform, test
materials were clamped, and the drill manipulator was af-
fixed to the gantry vertical axis. The haptic drill press was
employed to command the gantry to descend the manipulator.
During drill press, α was tuned, and forces were measured
and rendered to the operator through the drill press. Figure 8
classified unsuitable materials. Thus results were addressed
with the rest of materials (See Figure 9). The test flights
were conducted in motion-capture arena. The workspace was
built on modular construction blocks. The work materials
were clamped to the workspace. The aerial manipulator was
deployed for drill press trials. The haptic drill press was
used to control drone’s altitude. For the trials, α was tuned
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Fig. 15: Flight test closeup view from left to right; Plywood board, PVC pipe, Acrylic sheet

again, and forces were measured and rendered to the operator
through the drill press. The results were shown in Figure 9.

Table II and Table III summarized the trial results in
the gantry-based platform and test flights. It was observed
that material property like tensile strength were related with
rendered force and sensitivity. This observation suggested
that the operator’s handling expertise could be captured with
a sensitivity parameter.

The current haptic drill press is based on impedance
haptic interface. It corresponds the displacement value with
force measurements. By contrast, admittance-based one does
the opposite. Transforming the current interface into an
admittance-based interface would capture the results more
accurately. Impedance feedback controller for drones would
increase the quality of tasks. In manipulation tasks, sound,
smell, temperature and vision are often overlooked. But these
are also important aspects to consider. Hence immersive
technologies like augmented reality(AR) and virtual real-
ity(VR), could provide these aspects to dexterously perform
aerial manipulation. In the future, similar case study will be
demonstrated with these replacements.
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